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Celebration embraces
women and the arts

March is Women's History Month, and
Columbia students and faculty are celebrating women and their achievements with "A
Celebration of Women's History."
The celebration, which began March 18,
is a way to demonstrate women's struggle to
gain recognition.
Some of the upcoming events include: a
photo exhibition in the Hokin Gallery, a
panel discussion about the accomplishments
of Chicago women, a reading by Illinois
Poet Laureate of Gwendolyn Brooks and a
one-woman play based on the life of Emily
Dickinson and performed by Gigi
Buffington.
"These events are showing how women
have contributed their stories in a social
atmosphere," said English instructor Renee
Hansen, who chaired the board fo r the celebration.
"Women in the theater and arts have been
covered up, as well as not having a voice,"
Hansen said. " We need to note the contributions that women have made. This is part of
the greater message that we need to change.
We need to have less oppression and more
accepting."
A general call for contributions was made
in order to get Columbia students involved in
the project. Hansen feels Columbia students

have a lot o f energy, and that the ir contributio ns are important.
One of the events that hit a note with
Hansen was the presentation o f songs, sto ries and spirituals by Dean of Students Jean
Lightfoot.
"To hear Dr. Lightfoot sing really makes
an impact, and it also strikes a physical
chord in oneself," said Hansen.
Madeline Roman-Vargas, assistant dean
of student life, said, "Certain g roups are represented at Columbia, like the Latinos in
film , but it is not only for Latinos because it
is open to everyone. This is how this celebration s hould be looked at. It brings about a
co nsciousness of women' s struggles."
Amy Ferrara, administrative assistant for
the Hokin Center, helped with the photo
exhibition, which portrays images of women
by women. Ferrara said the photographs are
an exhibition to commemorate women in
hi story. ''Thi s is making a note of woinen,''
Ferrara said.
The celebration is for men as well.
Hansen said, "Men need to hear women' s
stories because this has an effect on everyone." She also feels that any experience can
be transforrnative.
Roman-Vargas agrees, stating that this
will not change man or his behavior, but will
demonstrate how women have opened doors.

See Women, page 2

Chicago home to more
than '96 Convention
By Bob Chiarito
Ne ws Editor
With Chicago playing host 10 the I996
Democratic National Convention this August.
media fro m around the nation. as well as the
world. will be covering stories from and about
the city.
Community Media Workshop addressed
the issue o f how the national press covers
Chicago at its March 21 brown-bag lunch
forum.
Featured on the panel was Ed Wa lsh of the
Washington Post. Jo hn McCormick of
Newsweek. Tracey Carruthers of NBC-T V
News. Edward Lifson of NPR and Don Hess
of CNN.
Although at ti mes the forum seemed to be
about how public relations staffers should
pitch local stories to the national med ia, one
of the main issues addressed was the differences between national and local media.
According to Hess. local media tries to
localize national issues. while the national
media tries to nationalize local stories. Walsh
agreed, and said local stories out of Chicago
have to connect to the Post's readers. almost
all of whom arc outside of Ill ino is.
Hess said that the loca l media has an
advantage over national media because it
does not have to give its audience a lot o f
background information about stories.
O ne issue that ignited the audience. mostly fill ed with public relations personnelwas
why news tends to focus on the negative.
"The problem with good news is that it 's
not usually news." Hess said.
McCormick said that Newsweek tries not
to focus on the good that people do, rather
they focus o n the results of someone 's
actions. "Our organization doesn't care about
what you are doing . It cares about the impact
of what you are doi ng," he said.
Carruthers tried to please the audience,
saying that NBC is always looking for
"heroes." or stories about people who stand
out. But s he added that the impact of their
actions must reach beyond their neighborhood to warrant national coverage.
McCormick confirmed what many in the
public suspect -- that sales and ratings often
determines what is news. He cited two
Newsweek cover stories from 1995: one with
a cover photo of a fi refighter emergi ng from
the Okl ahoma bombing ruin with a bloodied
baby in his arms: the other with a picture of
three "everyday heroes" o n its cover.
McCormick explained that the Oklahoma
bombing issue was Newsweek's biggest seller of 1995. while the "Everyday Heroes"
issue was the worst sell ing.
Although tragedy and controversy may
attract a larger audience, Walsh said Chicagobased stories will always be worthy of national attention because of the public's "fascination with the Midwest."
"People from the Midwest are perceived as
being more ' American· than anyone else,"
Walsh said.
One point all of the panelists echoed was
that because a multitude of reporters will
descend on Chicago in August in search of
unique stories, all types --negative and positive-- will be covered in the national news.

Columbia gets physical
By Jackie Gonzalez
Corre.tpmldelll
We all know how frustrating it
can be to figure out a schedu le of
classes, only to find that a class is
closed or that the time listed in the
schedule book is incorrect. Now
what to do? You could take a class
that might bring you long hours of
studying, or you could take a class
that's listed under " Phys ical
Education."
Columbia's P.E. classes are held
at the New City YMCA, 1515 N.
Halsted, for one obvious reason:
Columbia doesn't have the necessary facilities . The YMCA has
offered classes to students for at
least six years, said Peg Paligras,
program director fo r New City.

The classes include many different types of aerobics - from lowimpact to water- as well as training, karate, basketball and volleyball.
One question some students have
pondered is: Why didn't Columbia
pick a location closer to the main
campus?
The distance is a reason one student has decided not to take any P.E.
cl asses . Joyel Lusbourgh, a marketing major, said s he would rather stay
close to the Columbia campus.
The reason for choosing that particular location, according to
Associate Acade mic Dean Avi s
Moeller, was that the YMCA can be
reached by many different means of

See P.E., page 2
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01agazines capture

Staff Writer

Columbia College can add gold to its burgeoning list o f accolades, thanks to two college publications - "Chicago Arts &
Communication" and "Hair Trigger 17."
The magazines, produced by the
Journalism and Fiction Writing departments
respectively, were awarded the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association Gold Crown
Award in early March by the prestigious
Columbia University in New York.
The award came as no surprise to Hair
Trigger 17, a collection of prose, fiction and
essays having clinched at least one award
yearly for the past several years. But this is
the first time that both publications have
struck gold at the same time.
Don Gold, faculty advisor for "Chicago
Arts & Communication," has watched the
magazine win lesser awards just about every
year that he has been at Columbia, but modestly admitted that this year was special. "We
just did better this year," he said.
From a simple story about the thrills of
traveling on the El to an essay on thriving
Kung Fu films, the magazi ne presented an
aiT:ly of topical issues designed to keep readers riveted. Student Associate Editor Susan
Nacsc acknowledges that the winning magazinc had a nice mix of different articles, and
Gold gives credit inside the award-studded
magazine. "As usual a great deal of hard work
dominated the process," Gold said. "lt
amazes me, year after year, that students with
full academic loads, outside jobs and other
pressures manage to concentrate on the fate of
this magazine."
Similar kudos to " Hair Trigger 17." which
was spiced up with essays s uch as "How To
Get Into Comiskey Park." and (for cooking
hopefuls) "How To Cook A Perfect Pot of
Rice...
Facully Advisor Shawn Shinett worked

closely with student editors to pick
some of the best pieces to grace the
magazine. "Hair Trigger,"
like
"Chicago Arts & Communications," is
written and edited by undergraduate and
graduate students in Columbia College
writing classes.
The professionalism that led to the
awards was fueled partly by the high
caliber of advising by both Qold and
Shinett. Gold, author of eight books and
former editor of " Playboy," among
other well known Chicago publications,
brought his savvy for editing and writing to the magazine. Although Gold currently works part-time for Columbia, he
plans to return to his first love - writing - after the semester is over.
Shinett, who has been with the college since 1976,
has a novel set to
be on shelves in
the near future
and is well into
his second one.
For Eric May
and
Scott
Fosdick, current
advisors for the
two magazines,
they will have a
hard act to foilow. May says
winning
an
award is not an
exact science.
"You don't write
a story to win a
Pulitzer; there's
no way you can
angle a story to
please a judge,
you can just do
the best you
can."

Columbia gives
thanks to St. Joseph

Women:
Additional coverage of
"A Celebration of
Women's History'' on
pages 3 and 5
Contonued from page I

he (.1 Wf1man ."

"Chicago Arts and
Communications''
and "Hair liigger
17," both Columbia
publications, each
won one of five Gold
Crown Awards
from the Columbia

Scholastic Press
Association.
transportation. A train station is

llC"- o;paper o f Co lumh1a

Peter Thon on. a film maJor.
'a1d. ··1 feel thai I can learn a lo t
fro m women. ·rney are con"antly trying to make theor
mark on IIOCiety. ( !honk II IS
about time we apprec1ate their
work." Thorton fvund that the
cxh1b11 on the Hokm ha.• made a
lastmg 1mprenion o n him .
7.anbreana Sally, a Television
l'roducuun maJor. sa id that she
~ upport < the event' hem~ held
and wonder. 1f 11 " go1ng to
make a difference o n how
wumen are "Cen rn ~oc Jcty.
There are cla•sc' <Jffered at
Cl>lumhw fo r •ludcnt• Interest·
c:d 10 wo men. • uch a• Southern
Women Wnter., wh1ch not on ly
d"wn e• • lor1 c• w rollcn by
women m the South, 11 al"o cuv cr. lheor lo ve•. Other cla••c•
offe red arc Women '• lfeallh
Care f••uc~ . Wumcn 111 lfll l<>ry
and Wcm1cn on Art , Lllcmturc
and Mu.,c.
kc!luan- Varga• •a1d • he
Wl\ f ~e • tfux event had happened
a lollj,: tunc ago. " l11cJ«: c vcntx
•ay thai women arc here ," xhc
•a1d. " I cAi•l and I am proud to

'Gol~'

Liberalliducatimr l11structor Roseamra Mueller holds up a statue of St.
Jo.veph at tire college's celebratltm of St. Joseph's day, held i11 the Thrco
/lui/dill!( ~v faculty lrJUIII(e 011 March I 9.
St. Joseph's day traces its rot1t.1· back to ce11turies of familll!.\' i11 Sicily.
/)uri IlK 011e famille, fa mille~· prayed ttJ St. Joseph for lril' help a11d their
prayer.v were an.vwered. In gratitude, tire people set aside a day Ill make
()fferinl(.f ()f fa()d ill tltatrb.
lle11ce, St. Jo.veplr '.v day was bam.

localcd nearby.
The Columbia campus itself

has no room fOf' a track Of' any
otheT kind of gym equipment.
despite recent expansion: The
spaces are needed by other
departments. " Physical education is a minOf' part of what we
have to offer," Moeller said.
Columbia and New City
decide which classes will be
offered to students, and some
classes are designed
for
Columbia College. Others are
offered to the general public,
Moeller is satsified with New
City because she thinks the
workers there are well qualified.
One student who agrees is
television major Tarik Davis,
who is currently enrolled in a
weight-training class.
"It is a great facility and the
instructor is very helpful." said
Davis.
The highest-enrollment classes at New City, with 2S or more
students, include Aikido, Judo
and Karate. Most classes give a
pass/fail grade because of the
difficulty of grading them,
Moeller said. One class that does
give regular grades is the karate
class.
Onco students have completed their class they have the
option to register for a membership, with a student discount.
Twenty-three dollars a month
buys ncccss to all of the YMCA's
facilities with swimming pools
nnd indoor tracks.
Knlisha Millsap, a television
production mll,jor, decided to
tnkc the offer.
" I decided to obtain a membership tx:cnusc it is 11 lot cheaper compnrod to Bally's health
club," Millsap said.
If this tnntnlitos your cars and
you' vo tlcdded to sian up for a
c lnss next you, aood. Don't
think you c.n n slack otT, because
the Y docs have mandatory
nn~ndnncc nnd c peels you to be
th~ro . Ooud luck burnlna otT
those cnlorios.
Oood luck acnlna In shapol
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By Mi' Chaela Mills
Senior Writ4!r

Gwendolyn Brooks, Illinois
poet laureate and Pulitzer Prize
winner, was scheduled to grace
Columbia College with her presence on March 25. The 78-yearold poet was the first black
Pul itzer Prize winner.
Born in Topeka, Kansas on
June 7, 1917, Brooks relocated to
Chicago at a young age. She has
four decades of literary experience
under her belt and has received
over 70 honorary doctorates. She
was inducted into the National
Women 's Hall of Fame in 1988
and
awarded
the
Senior
Fellowship in Literature by the
National Endowment for the Arts.
President Clinton paid tribute
to Brooks for being one of 12
Americans to receive the 1995
National Medal of Arts. She was
also one of 17 artists and scholars
recognized in observance of the
National Arts and Hum anities
Month.
Brooks has several Illinois honors. Harvey, IL has a Gwendolyn
Brooks Junior High School; L---------'------ - -- -'
Western Illinois University in Macomb respected in the literary field.
"Thinking of Gwendolyn, I realize that
has a cultural center named after her;
Cabrini Green has renamed the Edward I love her very much. Not only for what
Jenner school auditorium after Brooks; she represents in talent and humanity, but
and her name is engraved on the Ill inois because she embodies that which we have
been, what we are and what we can be,"
State Library in Springfield.
She has been married for 56 years to said Abena Joan Brown, quoted in
Brooks' book "Say That the River Turns."
Henry Blakely and has two children Nora Brooks Blakely and Henry Blakely Lerone Bennell Jr. also quoted in "Say
That the River Turns," said, "She not only
Jr.
She has wrillen a two-part autobiogra- writes poems but she is a poem ... She is a
phy. The most recent volume is "Report long-distance runner who reminds us of
From Part Two," where she takes readers the greatness and the grandeur of our
on a journey of her life experiences and task."
travels. Her newest release is "Blacks," an
Brooks will be giving a reading at the
Ferguson Theater at the 600 S. Michigan
anthology of her work.
Brooks, having mentored and nurtured building between I and 2 pm on March
the talent of many, is well-loved and 25.

Callfor A
Polmca1 Photos
THE 00URNALISM CLUB
ANNOUNCES

THE I 996 POLITICAL
PHOT O EXHIBITION
00

If you are interested in photographing scenes that depict or convey the
atmosphere of the 1996 Election Year, please contact Jennifer at
ext. ~687 (Joumalism Dept.)

00

Photos can be black & white or color

00

Deadline for submissions is Monday, April S 1996

00

Photos will be exhibited from April 23 - May 24, 1996

00

Photos will also be eligible for publication in the premiere edition of the
Journalism Club's political magazine

In ''tKJ~ratron M'llh

f"u.tid~nt nuffs

Taslc Fore~ on th~ 1996 /)t , mcratic Natirmnl Cnnt•cntiun wlt.i th~t
Empowerinx Students for /)tmtJcrucy Proju t

herll'l"'ann
cona""ay
scholarship
Are you an outstanding student? Do you actlvelv
demonstrate leaderstup ability? The Hermann
Conaway Scholarship mav be for von
The awardinQ of thiS scholarship is basP.<I on
leadership ability, academic achievem~nt Anrl
demonstrated financial need.

The Hermann Conaway Scholarship totals
S2000.00 for one academic year; SlOOO.OO lor
fall '96 and $1000.00 for SPrina '97.

Application forms and details available through:

Qtfi.ce of Financial Aid, 600 S. Mictuaan.
Room303, 0R
Office of the Associate Provost, 600 S. Mu:lllgan,
Room300

applicat ion
deadline:
april 1 , 1996

C olumbia ColleJfe Chic-o
600 S outh Mlchlpn Avenue,
C h l....,.o , 111 .6060!
312-663· 1&00
~~:i(·~:,• Jd:::lt!'= r: ....~:::tlt;; ·:. · t~( .r !f'~.i!C ~ t:.l~ w::~~ ""
·~~:(·! ·'li-fO s:1>. !~·:.:;:t7! !:~~~fr'-':.; ~·<:!!,:: .. ~\' h K a ;·~~!" 2;.:: '':".

,>"l..;trt.d

Jr:C r:nt.,~-:'1: .·r ~:~~:;: .' ~ :.).1.::
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Student Honor Exhibition
5UBM1SS10N OF WORKS

April18, & 19, 10 am to 4 pm
&
April 20, 12 pm to 4pm
Juried by Adam Brooks, Curator, Refco lnc. Co11ection
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Soaps on the Internet: Better than TV?
By April M. Knox
Correspondent

Soap operas arc now common fodder o n the
Internet. In fact . they may begin to attract
advertisers j ust like the soaps on TV.
According to ''Entertainment"' magazine,
"The East Village:· one of the latest "cybersoaps." could lure advertisers thanks to its
immense popularity and the fact that it has
won the "Cool Site of the Year Award'' which
is the Web's equivalent to "Best Picture.''
Set in Manhattan's Eas t Village. the awardwinning soap has its fair share of love scenes,
abductions. marriages. unexpected pregnancies and of course, the ever popular "amnesia."
Every episode is shot o n location. using
local establishments. apartments and streets as
a backdrop to create a realistic and styl ish
urban look. And with the help of film, television, publishing and an experienced cast of 17.
the soap comes alive on the Internet.
The show revolves around Eve. a 24-yearo ld writer. The creator uses the contents of
Eve's diary as the basis of each episode.
Needless to say. Eve 's life is not a smooth-sailing one.
There is Duncan, a ridiculously charming
renaissance man; Daphne, an unemployed
actress who is Eve's "partner in crime"; and
Sam, an up-and-coming rock star with skeletons in hi s closet.
'"The East Village' is unique because of its
East Coast tone. It is smart , moody, and edgy,"
said Director Charles Platki n in a recent inter-

view. "Looking to television as a model, we
realized that prime time soaps had a formula
that captivated an audience--a formu la that
had been arou nd for ages. Right now, you can
find plenty of informati on o n the Web but very
little entertainment. I think that 's why the
response to 'The East Village' has been so
strong,--peoplc have been waiting for it."
The interactive clements allow viewers to
tailor the experience to their liking. Viewers
can control access to the photographs, illustrations. video cl ips and audio samples, making their visit as complete or indcpth as they
wish.
"It's more than putting together photos.
text. video and audio. It's creating an environment where a viewer/participant has a virtual
experience with the characters and develops a
relationship that has dimension," added
Platkin.
Not only can you correspond with your
favorite characters by e-mail. but you can
actually receive autographed photos. Other
features include character ho roscopes, detailed
bios and a click-on history of "The East
Village:· a neighborhood which has, un til
now. been poorly researched and documented.
As this World Wide Web turns, you can also
find cybersoaps such as "THE SPOT' which is
said to be very close to the hi t drama,
"Melrose Place." Another popular cybersoap,
which is found on Chicago's Web, is "Lake
Shore Drive," Chicago's first Internet soap
o pera, where the characters arc played by local
actors.

Shineflug
dances with
the divine
By Danielle Hirsch
Correspondelll
A single figure ill uminated the stage. As
she moved, one could only stare in wonder
as the magic of dance in its full glory was
brought to life in the Hokin Annex .
"It was me and the gods," said Nana
Shineflug of her breathtaking performance
"Dancing in the Light," on March I 9, part
of Columbia's seven-day celebration of
Women 's Week
Shineflug was a sight to behold as she
danced, resplendent in colorful costumes
that complemented each performance.
One of her best pieces which played on
light, was called "Floating" where she was
dressed in a white silk costume that fitted
her like a giant kimono and made her look
like an angel. Through a clever play with
ligh ts, she managed to make it look as
though she had di sappeared within the fabric. At times, she appeared to be walking
on air. " I think the costume and lighting
should say something about the dance,"
said Shinetlug who performed in the style
of dancer Loie Fuller, who first discovered
Photo by Natalie Battaglia
the use of lig ht in dance.
Shinetlug's mesmerizing performance is Nana Shineflug performs " Dancing in the Light" at
a culmination of years of hard work. She the Hokin Annex on March 19.
has received four choreographic fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts believe they should be recognized for being sucand is the recipient of the Chicago Dance cessful women."
Shineflug 's students were in for an extra treat
Coalition's 1990 Ruth Page Award for Lifetime
Service to the field.
when she performed a chanting program.
"The way I've lived my life is when there is Barefoot, and shaking a wooden bowl filled
something that I want to do, I figure out a way with stones, she stood tall and strong. Her voice
to do it, regardless of other factors weighing was deep and its resonance filled the Ho kiu
Annex.
again st me," said Shincflug.
Especially thrilled was Ki rsten Cone, a the" I us uall y chant whe n I teach," said
ater major at Columbia College who sponsored S hincflu g, the founder and artistic director of
the event. Cone had hoped that the performance the Chicago Moving Company whose next perwould give Columbia students an opportunity to formance is at the Columbia College Dance
watch their teacher dance - S hineflug is a Center on June 22, 23, 26 and 27.
teacher at Columbia's Interdisciplinary Arts
Cone hopes that the dance wi ll not on ly he
o ne of Women's Week 's many achievements
Program and Theater Department.
"Nana is a teacher and choreographer, but a when it is all over, hut more important ly, it wi ll
lot of students haven't seen her dance. I saw her highlight the diversity of the women involved
firs t solo appearance of 60 years, and it is just and their accomplishments.
amazing . I was hi own away hy her performance.
"Women's Week contains a mixture of the
I think it·s important for students to sec how accomplishments of women. We didn't want it
well teachers do their craft,'' she said . ··we want to focus on one particular topic. We tried to
to show an overall outreach. I think it's incredi - include all types of women and thei r ethnic
ble that there arc 'o man y talented teachers. I backgrounds and careers," said Cone.

Scene from the
cybersoap"The East Village"
http://www.theeastviltage.com

New Student Center needs
just one thing: Students
A liage Taqi
S taff writer
Although Columbia's New Student Center. on the third
noor of the Wabash building, is a refuge to students sccking a
proper place to study or just to unwind. it is being overlooked.
Most students arc simply unaware of its existence.
" We have many st udents who aren ·t aware that we arc on
the third Ooor, in room 315,'' said Shei la Carter. administrative assistant in the Student Life and Development Office.
"Students also think they have to be new st udents to c.:omt
to the center. And that is not true. We give spec ial attention to
all students who need questions answered about where to go.
o r whether they are not sure or aren ' t com fortable with hanging out in certain places o n campus."'
"This is a place where you can come and read and study. or
just relax between classes," added Carter.
The New S tudent Center started operating last semester.
M any students uti lized the resources that arc available in the
cen te r. Some of the resou rces and servic.:es spec ifi cally available to students arc material offered in Academic Advisinl!
and Student Life and Deve lopment and . the usc of computers-.
"We arc not just here to prov ide information on what is
goi ng on on campu s, or help on where to find out about finan cial aid," sa id Carte r. "There arc also mate rial s or information
on the various departments on campus. Anything that will
he lp students get them selves assimilated to college lire:· said
Carter.
The New Student Center is student-oriented and is facilitated by upper classmen.
"Usually upper class men are there, which is one of thc positive aspects of the center," said Carter. ·•It's not like another
staff-run office. Of course faculty members arc there to provide additional support when needed ...
" It 's always better for a student to talk to another student
who knows :· said Carter. " They arc more comfortable '<>met imes. and it he lps students bond."
Sophomore Barbara Cannon. a student facilitator in the
New Student Center, agrees. " I work in the Student Center. I
think the S tuden t Center is a great placc for studen ts:· said
Cannon. "The ce nter gives students a chance hctwccn classes
to study or a place to spend frcc time between class. Students
even have a c hance to type a paper. ··
The computers in the center arc Macintoshes and Carter
hopes that printers will he added soon.
Associate Dean of Studen ts Sharon Wilson said that some
equipment might be added to the cente r and that the ce nter is
su pposed to rece ive some ncw co mputer' for the <tUdL'nts to
usc.
Cannon itt.ldt.!c.J. "\Vc arc always open tt' whomcYcr wants ltl
come in. The co mputer' help hecause many people have a real
hanl time with going home and ha\ 1ng to

type

paper:-.. tl!

something might happen to their paper.
"The compull.·r..., arc the hcst \OlHC«.' 111 the room."'
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Columbia College Chicago Presents:

Women's Voices
A Celebration of Women's History
March
18
Monday

19
Tuesday

II :00-1 :00 p.m.
Documentary
Film:
Ann Mcndieln:
Tierra de Fuego
With N~-reida
Garcia-Ferroz,
Director and
Raqucl Mendieta
Hokin Gallery

20
Wednesday

25
Monday

27
Wednesday

28
Thursday
II :OOa.m.
"Who Owns the
House Anyway?!
Women and the
Culture of
Building in West
Africa"
With fkcm Okoye,
professor of Art
History,
Northwestern
University
Hokin Hall

II :!Kl-12:!Kl p.m.
"Women
and Olohal
Conm..-cticms··

With Jeunif~-r
Ifill. Guest
Speak~-r

Room70CJ
Wahash

2:!Kl-J:OO p.m.
" Dancing in Ute
Light"
Featuring Nauu
Shinenug .
Dance
Performance
llokin Annex

5:00-7:00 p.m.
Opening
Celebration
Reception
Photographic
!mages of Women
by Women
With Karlu
Austin ,
. Percussionist
llokin /umex

21
Thursdal'

2:tXl-4:00 p.m.
Songs, Stories,
and Spirituals
With Dr. Jean
Lightfoot, Dean of
Students and
Emily Hooper,
Story Teller
llokin Gallery

I:00-2:00 p.m.
A Poetry Reading
by Gwendolyn
Brooks
Ferguson Theater

5:!Kl · 7:!Kl p.m.
<.:hicugo Wom~,t
of
Accomplishntent
Panel Discussion
with: Dr. Oloriu
Juckson llocott,
llclen ValdC7.
Moderator:
Christine
Somervill
link in Annex

Sponsored by:
Student Life and Development

5:()()..7:00 p.m.
1beJklleof
~

A One woman
play based on the
life of Emily
Dickinson
l'~'ffonncd by:
Gigi Buffington
llokin Hall
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Phil Redo: Pilot of the airwaves
By Yasmin Kha n
Copy Edilor

He's a little bit country. He's a little bit rock and roll. In fact,
fort~-year-ol.d Phil Redo has had his fi nger in just about every
mus1cal p1e m h1s 20 years in the broadcast industry. This is the
man who wanted to be in radio so badly that he took on the job of
sweepmg the floor of a rad io station just to get close to his craft.
With allth~t dedication , one would expect Redo's name to roll
off an expenenced rad10 listener's tong ue the way Howard
Stern 's or Steve Dahl's names do. But Redo's claim to fame does
not lie so much in his ant ics on the air but off it.
" Radio is a business," said Redo, the general manager of
WLIT Llle FM in Chicago. "Sure there is the creative and fun part
of 1t, but the bottom line is that it is a business and recognizing
that about twenty years ago has he lped get me where I am today."
In a candid talk with radio students in Columbia's Torco
~ u ilding on March 20, Redo gamely shared his experiences and,
hke most successful personalities had his very own hard-luck
story to tell.
.., was part of the night shift staff, and my j ob was to sweep
floors and clean wire machines in a tiny radio station which was
actually a house in a small town in Massachusetts ," he said.
"One night, after six weeks on the job, an announcer had to
rush home to attend to her sick daughter. I was left there all alone
and all I had to do was to record 25 seconds of baseball scores and
leave it for the morning guy to play it on the news. It took me four
hours to record that bit because I was petrified," said Redo of his
first foray into radio
From there he moved on to run his college radio station before
joining a station in Maine where he had his fi rst brush with a boss
who was "a total jerk."
"He was the program director and I wanted hi s job. Firstly
because he was a jerk and secondly because I realized that the
only way to stay clear of mean program directors, was to be one
myself."
Redo finally had his chance to prove his worth when his boss
was given an FM station and decided to allow Redo total control.
" I did everything from hiring the staff to choosing the format. But
the experience taught me one thing - that radio is a business."
He finally left to move to Boston and then to New York where
Photo by Laura Stoecker
he was hired as the program director at Viacom. From there, he WLIT's General Manager Phil Redo spoke to a class of radio
was posted to Chicago to take on the then-fledgling radio station students on March 20.
WLIT. And the rest they say, is history.
Is this cause for alarm for all budding broadcasters?
"when I first took over the station, it wasn' t doing very well
but we've moved up in the ratings - from number twenty in
"Radio is still one of the strongest mediums. 97.5 percent of all
1989 to number four today. I think we ' ve done well, but we can Americans listen to the radio. No other medium has such an
do better."
impact and thus there will always be j obs. Admi ttedly, there are a
Doing better has a lot to do with money and management, said lot less jobs though because with the new law, one person can
Redo. The pro blem with money lies in the fac t that there are too own as many stations as he li kes. This leads to downsizing due to
many stations - to date there are more than I I ,000 stations the consolidation of jobs.
"But Columbia College has always been a strong resource
nationwide-t>ut the amount to be divided up in terms of adverespecially in the broadcast industry. So, as long as they remain
tising, has remained stagnant.
Management, on the other hand, is a whole different ball smart, interested and well-rounded, they should do fine.
game. "This is a very transient business. You' re only as good as
"Also, don't try to apply for the big stations fresh out of
your last season. When I first went to WLIT in Chicago, there school. You don' t try to get on Broadway if you haven't done the
little
dinner shows."
were nine general managers, and today they' ve all left."

Healthy Volunteers Needed
The Evanston Hospital Clinical Pharmacology Unit seeks healthy men and women to
participate in a drug research project The study will compare two formulations. of an
anti-inflammatory medication. Volunteers must be between 18 and 45 years of age.
In order to qualify you must meet all of the followjng criteria:
•
be a nonsmoker
•
be of average weight
•
have no significant health problems
*
not be using any medications

As a volunteer you will stay in the Clicical Pharmacology Unit for three days. In
addition, you must return for 6 brief outpatient visits. There will be multiple study
groups. The next group will begin March 31, 1996.
Stephanie VomVOUtiiS, M.D.
The Evanston Hospital
Clinical Plu.rmiK:ology Unit
2650 Ridge Avenue, Room 1100
Evllllllton, Illinois <i020 l

Oregon
Students
Organize To
Fight Racism
By Colleen DcBaise
College Press Service
University of Oregon and Oregon
State University students arc fighting
against an ugly spate of racist incidents that have plagued both campuses.
At the University of Oregon in
Eugene, a white supremacy group
has distributed racist pamphlets on
campus, wh ile Oregon State
University in Corava llis has grappled with the alleged harassment of a
black student by three other students.
While the recent racist incidents
on both campus arc unrelated, they
have prompted students to organize
against bigotry.
More than 1,500 Oregon State
University students, faculty' and staff
members recently joined in a daylong boycott of university services
and classes. The March 13 protest
took place the same day two white
OSU students were indicted by a
grand jury on charges of attempting
to intimidate a black student on earnpus.
Eric Hutchinson, 2 1, and another
OSU student are accused of shouting
racial ephitets and trying to urinate
on a black student. T he white stu. dents reportedly were standing on a
dormitory balconJ as the black student tried to enter the building.
Earlier in the month, posters for a
black candidate for OSU student
government were defaced with racial
slurs, as were posters announcing the
upcoming campus visit of Anita Hill.
In response, black students at
OSU called for a boycott of classes
and organized a campus demonstration that attracted students of all
races. Studen ts marched silent ly
through campus; some carried signs
that read, "Racist people suck" and
"Unlearn miscducation."

Tax
info,
toll-free.

Tax questions?
Call TeleTax
·for recorded
information
on about
150 tax topics,
24 hours a day.

To qualify you must successfully complete a study screening. To schedule
an appointment, or obtain furthe:r information, contact the Assistant
Volunteer Recruiter at (847) 570-2088 or (847) 570-2085.

Compensation is $425.00

~~ Department olthe Treasury
~t!Jll/l lnternal Revenue Service
http://www.ustreas .gov
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WOULD YOU LI KE TO BE AN

1\+

STUDENT?

Then don ' t

t a k e c h an ces !

WE HAVE ANSWERS! !

~LetterS to the

Editor4l

CoUejte Discount for 'Truth'

Thank you for your March 18 review of my productioo, "The
Truth" at Cafe Voltaire. Exposure to the show this early in the run _is
crucial, and I appreciate the Chronicle's promptness in reviewing it.
You mentioned ·~ Truth" is "well worth seeing," and I am wondering why the dates and times and price for the show were 1104
included in the piece. One of my main purposes of setting the ticket
price a' $7 was so that students (especially Columbia College students) could see the show without having to pay an average SIS-2<1
per ticket.
I'm supposing this was simply an oversight, so if you could make
a correction, or mention it somewhere in the paper, I would be grateful. The show has actually been extended until April 28, running
Saturdays and Sundays at 7 p.m. Reservations can be made at (312)
477-2032. I have also made arrangements for Columbia students to
enter half-price when they show a schooli.D.
Thank you for your time, and thank you for coming.
Elizabeth Ward

Columbia grads show
urban life through dance

( t o your
Sc i ence &
Mathemat i cs
Questions)

By MI'Chaela Mills
Senior Writu

Columbia alumni will present a Chicago urban culture and
dance/operetta from Mar. 28-30. The dances' theme is to reflect and
explore topics including police life, ecology and Chicago artists.
The two dance productions were developed independently and
performed by 1994 alumnae Debra R. Levasseur and Robynnc M.
Mathemat i c s Dept.
Visit th e Science
Gravenhorst.
Learn i ng Center
Levasseur's Chicago urban culture has three phases:
Wabash Bui1ding
"Interludes," "Ecotones" and "Blue." These segments represent
Room #511
dance movements based on expressionist painter Alex Abajian, the
Mon , Tue , Wed, Th u 9 am - 7 pm
earth's natural clements and the 25th District Chicago Police
9am - 5 pm .
Academy.
Fri
The performances will interweave visual imagery and moveOr , Ca11 663 - 1600, Ext. 5545
ments inspired by research on urban culture. Levasseur said thll
for more i nformat i on .
she wanted to create movement as a reflection of natural clements
using a physical form, dance.
THEN, SAIL RIGHT THROUGH THE SEMESTER !
" I hope that they [the audience] will walk away with a thoughtprovoking dialogue among themselves and with the subject" they
witnessed," she said. "I hope that people see .1\~w art ~ft.lc ability to fuse with what people arc about"
'
. --,no
The dallees evoke the mood of solitude, ~~ and soothing eelcbratiQn, l,cvasseur said . She wanted lo show how WJ:enchin& and
realistic life ls in an artis~~form ~as da~. u1 o1, ·'- ' ' " ,~ 1 ,.,
I .
'
"~. work shoui<(.'notllC simpl)'Ja.~ie¥1-d ·~~~~MemenI iiJ/agcs liut an all-engrossing, mind- and scasc-cngaging expeI''
rience,'' said Levasseur.
, i
Gravenhorst's presentation is ·a dance/operetta titled, "Lea
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Corbcaux" (translated, ·~ Crows"}.. f.>
••
""'
Her dance performances arc based around the French in' the midnineteenth century. It tells about women who weren 'I supported by
society in a desperate pursuit to get medical knowledge.
Both dance performances use music sound splices to create an
authentic and realistic portrayal of events through dance. Brian
McWilliams Rutan is a multimedia specialist who composed the
dance performances' music o n computer.
"Gregor Kramer has composed original music for soprano and
tenor voices, including a challenging aria based o n verses by Edgar
Allen Poe," said Levasseur.
The performances will be held at the Athenaeum Theatre's main
stage at 2936 N. Southport. Performances begin at 8:30p.m. with
tickets $10- 15.

FOR FREE HELP:
&

applied to
complete compli-

last 10

One shot, rubella

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 12
WATER TOWER W EBSTER PLACE
Chic•ao 312/422...443

Chicago 312/3Z7·J1DO

GARDENS CINEMASikU. ROU.ING MEADOWS

Sk•kfe U7/174.00n

Rolli ng M••dowai47J96;l..IZDO

After April 12, Immunization Days

will be bela April 23 through April 25
· in the faculty lounge.
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EDITORIAL

The Scribbler's Perspective:

tU ff
From
Staff

C8WMBIA COU£GE ~

John Henry
Biedennan

Yasmin Khan

Managing Editor

Copy Editor

~

Left, left, left right left.••
e nerve of some people, I

J

hought, pondering last
week's letters to the editor.
Accusing me of mimicking Royko.
But, alas, I see the world through a
veil af tears...

"Why didn't you tell me about
this! I had to read it in the letters!"
It was my .good, er, friend,
Knuckles Von Chuckler.
"This is sure a change of perspective, pal. Last year, you were
writing homed-up essays on interracial
harmony
and
First
Amendment manifestos. Now
Although we have plenty of disagreements with various candidates for public
you're supporting Pat Buchanan."
office, few rival our problem with _Lt. Gov. Bob Kustr~'s blatant disregard.for
Now Knuckles, where did you...
our fundamental nght to be mformed. Good nddance, Mr. Kustra.
"I don' t care what you're writing about, but as your P.R. man, Congratulations, state Rep. AI Salvi- we support your winning the Republican primary
you should've told me beforehand
bid for the U.S. Senate seat to be vacated by Paul Simon, if only by default.
that you were praising the holoWe emphasize the phrase "by default." Salvi's ultra-conservative views represent but
caust and slavery and ..."
And, don't forget, beating
a small, misguided portion of lllinois' population. While the U.S. Senate is most cerhornosexuals with a shillelagh.
tainly a venue where both sides of the abortion issue can and should be expressed, w e
"My, my. The situation is more
find it intolerably rigid for any candidate to oppose the process even for victims of rape
drastic
I thought! If
·
' all y w h en t h at same cand 1' d ate IS
· equa11y s taunc h m
· h 'IS ant1-gun
·
g!)ing 10than
tum conservative
..."you're
or mcest--espec1
contro)
..- Knuckles, I'm not...
stance. Although Salvi is certainly much more professional and civil in his campaign
' "I knew .it would happen! And
approach than Pat Buchanan, within the GOP he falls mos t snugly under Buchanan's
it's a gocXI·career move: Everyone .political umbrella.
....._y~,.~~.
complains about the ' liberal'
.
.
.
"And yet Salvi has no problem express mg whftt he stands for. Voters know what to
·11\edia;but in reality' the commeniMy pages have been·overtaken·by " expect from him. As sad as it is to say, not ev~ty c'andidate thinks such conviction is
conservatives. And.youlre a>cli'ssic · j'mp<;>t(@.t
· 111 ,. · ·
.
. '

The unknown candidate

-==~r:.~~-~~~:,'!~'"'· ·"B'asii''iai~tt'~f;¥e Chic~go Sun-tin'i~;-ra~ campaign watch section in his "Capitol
like, brain-cell-blowing radical and
"now th~ you've reformed a ~it,
you <!«•de you ha:-e to do a philosophtCalo,360. Bmg-bang-boom!
overnight conservative!"
Have you read my columns late1Y1..,
,
B
. d
ne11else
• 1 mtsse
a .ew.
ut
nobody
reads your
column
unless it's about them, and they
have the right to complain."
Knuckles, you're fired.
"Nonsense! Now, if you' re
going to tum conservative, you'll
have to. be more subtle: P_retend
yo~ don t care what goes ?n 10 ?thers
but say
thmgs !tke,
oh, 1bedrooms
don't know,
marriage
is a
sacred institution reserved for men
and women-something like that."
But I don't care what other people do in their bedrooms.
"You' re just saying that 'cause
yours is !!ke a three-.ring circus.
Anyway...
Knuckles! I am not turning conservative ! And come to think of it,
I never hired you as a P.R. man.
·:well, you need one. You're
doing this all wrong! You've gotta
be liberal or conservati ve and stick
to those parameters so.... Did ya
say you weren't turning conservative?"
Yup.
"Well you' re not a very good
liberal."
Maybe I don't want to be classified as...
"Forget objectivity! The media
doesn't have the talent for that anymore--the· good writers go where
the money is, P.R. and advenising."
So what's your deal?
"If you're gonna be Iibera!, you
gotta write about affirmative action
and starving women on welfare all
the time. And you have to write
only good things about minority
groups, even college minority clubs
that don' t renect the overall
group."
What if...
"If something happens that follows a stereotype or something,
look the other way!"
Okay, I' ll keep it in mind but...
"My consultation fee is $50."
I kicked Knuckles in the groin.
But I'm sure I'll see him again.

Letters" column for months before the primary. In it; he -asked candidates how they
would have vore.d on bills in their prospective legislatures--an invaluable service to voters. All candidates gladly responded, save Kustra.
K
ld ... lbo h
·
h
h
'd d h
·
ustra to
.a tt t at smce e was not ye t a senator, e cons1 ere t e quest1ons
irrelevant. What's more, he blamed lack of m edia coverage for his loss to Salvi. We
would like to remind Kustra th.at the m edia is not h is P.R. tool. And we must ques tion the
. ld re f use to Iet h'IS po)'1ttc
. a I 1'deas be
reasons w h y any can d t'd ate ".or the US
. . S enate wou
known .
Kustra describes himself as a m o dera te Republican- but how are we to know? He
· f
be
b'
· ht ·
S I ·
.
may tn act.
~very It as ng -wmg ~s a VI , or .even mo~~ S?.
At question IS the greater of two ev1ls. We beheve Salvi s 1deas a re unacceptable to
represent the State of Illinois on Capitol Hill. But we can ho nor his fulfillment o f duty
by m a king his platform k nown, a nd respect h is rig ht to pursue his legis lati ve goals.
'
· ·
A s f ar as L t. G ov. B o b K us tra ·IS concemed , we cannot respect h 1m,
as a po)'1t1c1an
or
otherwise . His blata nt deception h as no place in the poli tical process. And we urge Gov.
Edgar to rethink Kustra's ro le in Illinois government.

Showcase of diversity
o lumbia College Chicago s ure k nows how to cele brate the accomplishme nts of
minority groups. From October's Nationa l Coming Out Day ceremonies to
February's Black History M o nth and now well into Women ' s History Month
(not to me ntion a ll that's yet to come), time after time Columbia proves itself a world class institution. What's more, the college community approaches its cele brations from
every an g le: For example, Black H is tory M o nth rounded off with a cele bratio n of B lack
homosexuals, th anks to the efforts o f Lambda Force.
Our cele bration of Women's History Month promises to de liver with the quality we've
come to expect from the college (see Jacki e Gon zalez's ne w s sto ry, page I ). From photo
exhibits to the exploration of the Afri can spiritual by our own Dean Lig htfoot (w ho a lso
helped put o ur college o n the world m ap by performing at the U.N. Fourth World
Conference o n Women), the events are a lready off on the r ight foot. And there ' s m uch
more ahead, including a v is it by Illinois Poet L a ureate Gwendo ly n Brooks.
Althoug h fabulous celebratio ns of minority history are nothing new to Columbia, we
don't want to fall prey to the a ll -too-human tendency of takin g things for g ranted. And
so, the C hron icle thanks the college community not o nly for its o bse rvanc e of Wo m en 's
History Month, but for its celebration of human divers ity overa ll.

C

The Chronicle invites readers to send letters and comments to the editor. Please
direct all correspondence to:
Letters to the editor, Room 802, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, IL 60605.
You may also send e-mail to: Chronicle@dns.colum. edu
Or visit the Chronicle Web site at http://www. column.edu/-chroncle/index.html
Letters may be edited for clarity and length.

.
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An open letter to Royko
ear Mr. Royko: I am
aware that you raised
the wrath of 1he Latino
community three weeks ago due
to your insensitivity and remarks
stereotyping Mexico, its people
and its culture. Your actions have
been hotly debated in almost all
my journalism classes. And, as
expected, no action has been
taken by the Tribune against you
and I imagine that you must be
sitting in your office puffing away
at another cigarette, as unrepentant as ever.
It must feel wonderful to have
so much power that an entire population is yours to irk at your
whim.
I, of course, am totally behind
you. I see the big picture. Of
course you were just trying to put
your point across through satire,
hyperbole and all the other techniques of writing you hide behind.
And yes, yoor position as a syndicated columnist gives you every
right to feed into stereotypes and
bring them to the forefront time
and time again.
But despite my support for
you, I was most disappointed in
your arrogance which I feel • is
unbecoming of a journalist of
your calibre. Your "apology" was
still too steeped in satire, hyperbole, or whatever you call it. And
the man in the street who doesn't
have your vast vocabulary had
problems following how sorry
you really were.
But why should you care?
After all, your grumpy and
unfriendly attitude is as legendary
as your writing. You have made
your "to hell with the world attitude" such an an fonn that anyone
who is just a little cynical or satirical is considered to be "doing a
Royko."
I suppose the problem now Iies
in your excellence, oh Great One.
You've gotten into trouble time
and time again (for some strange
reason). Perhaps it has just come
to a point where no one understands you anymore, where your
writing is so advanced that readers keep missing the point.
Maybe it is time to let it all go.
Move to another country where
they understand you (say,
Siberia). Don't worry about your
fans. Just tell them it is your old
age that the senility must be settling in. And in fact, if you do it in
your usual indi rect way, it wi ll go
right over our heads and before
we know it, you' ll be sitti ng on a
beach somewhere in Mexico
harassing the townsfolk.
Yes, it's time to gi ve it up.
Suffice to say, a quarter of a century of bad-temperedness and
putting people down has gotten to
you. And perhaps it is time you
grew some hair, got smaller glasses and learned to smi !e.
But I do hope. Mr. Roy ko, that
you' re not offended by my column. I am not striking out at old.
bad-tempered insensitive columnists who think that their clout
gives them the right to do what
they want. I j ust care about you
so much that I think you deserve a
long holiday.
And this is just my way of getting my point across. Call it
hyperbole. Call it satire. Call it
crap. Call it what you want.
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Hanker for hooch? Visit the Warehouse
ByMemaAyi

coming back by offering friendly service and keeping his prices
reasonable.
If you've ever gone to
'The prices are competitive
Warehouse Liquors, 53 I S . with other liquor stores in the
Wabash, for cigarettes or a area, but higher than other
snack, you have probably seen a places in the city because of rent
group of young men strumming and taxes," Danson said.
a guitar, shooting dice or otherThe three most popular sellwise goofing off and wondered ing items at Warehouse Liquors
why they weren' t doing some- are iced tea, cigarettes and beer,
thing more productive.
and they do card patrons that
One employee who did not look underage.
want to be identified said, "Once
"The city's getting really
all the work is done and the store strict on that and they're imposlooks good, there 's nothing else ing strict fines," Danson said .
to do." He added that, although
Panhandlers are the one thing
it might look like they are goof- that Charness will not tolerate
ing off, they only play one game outside his store.
a day and there's always some'They make you feel like you
body who 's looking out for have to pay a toll when you' re
shoplifters and panhandlers.
walking by," he said of the panThe store 's owner, Gene handlers on Wabash Avenue.
Charness, said he was unaware
"I can only control so much
that his e mployees, mostly from here," he said. "The police
musicians, were using his store seem to focus mainly on parking
to rehearse or play dice.
tickets."
"I'm mainly here during the ·
When Charness sees them
day, so I don't know what hap- begging for change outside his
pens after I'm gone," he said.
store, he won't sell them anyEmployees say it's their laid- thing when they come inside.
back attitude that helps them
Other than panhandlers,
deal with the kind of people who Ware ho use Liquors' primary
frequent liquor stores.
customers are Pacific Mission
"Many people are mad at the tenants, Harrison Hotel guests
world," Charness said . "But, and
Columbia
students.
that's kind of the nature of deal- Charness al so said the late
ing with the drinking public."
Mayor Harold Washington used
Charness has jazz music to stop by occasionally for a
playing constantly from his own Coke.
collection of over 600 jazz CO's
Danson
added
that
to keep the store's atmosphere Warehouse Liquors employees
do less goofing off at work in
calm.
"Jazz is part of the mood that the summer when there is more
.the boss likes to have, and most work to be done.
people
enjoy
it," · said
"Summers are busy because
there are always festivals in the
Christopher Danson.
Employee Charness believes park and people drink more in
that . he keeps his c ustomers the summertime."
Corrupondent

WHAT:
Warehouse Liquors

WHERE:
531 S. Wabash

WHEN:
Mon-Thurs
8 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Fri-Sat
8 a.m.-11:30 p.m.
Sun 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

'Up from the Underground' and into the spotlight
work . Most of his pieces at Lineage range large can vases burst with frenzied colors, had his first group e xhibition, "Style
from seven to eight feet tall, hiding no pulling the eye deep within a seemingly Kings," at Mars Gallery, located at I I 39
more.
three dimensional space. If Vasily W. Fulton.
A standout among Wells' work is Kandinsky had grown up on Chicago's
His work had bee n hanging for one
Two lifesize steel hands-one above,
one below-reach toward each other. The "Mexico City '68." Two steel, clenched Southwest Side, this is what his work week prior to the opening. At the openupper hand extends to the lower, signify- fists rest upon a tri-level pedestal. It would look like.
in g. though, he took down his work
Dzine 's work shouts. Technicolor because he felt the owner was trying to
ing gentle guidance, wi sdom and know!- denotes the historic mome nt at the
edge. The lower hand is extending Olympic Games, when Black Americans dreams, one could call them. Heavily exploit the art forrn. " I' ve learned to turn
upward from the underground, eager to Tommie Smith and John Carlos used the inOuenced and energized by music and down some things, to not be known as
comply.
victory pedestal to publicize their con- Jackson Pollack, Dzine e nvisions himself just some graffiti artist," said Dzine. And
"Up from the Underground" is the Jat- tempt for U.S. racial policies. "[That is as an improvisational jazz musician. "I that he has. One such offer Dzine refused
est exhibit at the Lineage Gallery, located an] image that stuck in my mind, [people] want to put music onto the canvas," said was from the NBA to design a line of "hip
in Suite 106 of 750 N. Franklin. The sticking up for what they believe in, mak- Dzine ..Many of his works give homage to hop" clothing.
exhibit, named after an engaging piece ing whateversacrifices necessary," said his favorites. "Meditations Revisited" is
Instead, Dzine wants to open art to
from the collection of artist McKinley We lls.
titled after a John Coltrane album and everyone. " Art j ust isn' t for the Gold
Wells, is the offspring of Wells and
What's most appealing about Wells's "Timeless" is named after an album by Coast or the elite," said Dzine. "We had
another Chicago artist, Dzine.
work is its ability to tell a tale in so little ambient jungle musician Goldie. Both are the Museum of Contemporary Art there,
Perhaps Wells ' "Kosciusko," titled representation, but at the same time invite on display at Lineage.
along with young cl ub kids." This coming
"Bombing trains" is how Dzine together is what Dzine would like to see
after a small rural town in Mississippi soul-searching and speculation.
If Wells' work invites a looking in , announced his work to the world, the el more of.
where his fami ly once lived, best elaborates on the concept of the exhibit and the Dzine's work proposes a looking out. His trains serving as his can vases. At 17. he
Chicago artist Kevin Orth, Jerome
gallery itself. This steel work . - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- , Robinson and Lee Quinones
round out the "Up from the
stands an arresting eight feet
Underground" artists . Orth's
tall . Two hands reach dow n
from a surging sun. Another
imaginat ive work with hubcaps and Robi nson 's spirited
hand is below, with its palm
work with urban castoff- a
facing upwards, just above
bedspring, shovel and other
sharp shards of names.
Wells explained, "It's the
reclaimed artifacts form trash
passing of collective experi heaps- are fascinating.
Q uinones 's '' Mr Hyde's
ences from generation to ge neration. [The lower hand] is the
Valenti ne" is arrestin g. A
younger generation willin g to
skull-face with blood red eyes
walks out of the frame.
accept w hat's being passed
on."
Embroidered on the canvas is
a train spray painted with ''My
Wells began accepting five
years ago.With no art school
heart is e mpty." Surrounding
trai ning, he was self-ta ught
the canvas arc brown smudge
prints on the white wall behi nd
with the ex ception, of fo ur
months spent in Californ ia as
it. Each exciting piece in the
exhibit signi fies a bringing to
an assistant to artist Martin
Metal.
the forefront, all that has been
Metal forbade We ll s to work
obscured, un veil ing what ha>
on indepe ndent proj ects, so
been "underground."
Well s woul d come in early to
"Up
from
the
work, hiding his small pieces
From left,"War rior Dreams" by J erome
Underground" wi ll be on
Robinson ; " Kosci usko" by Mc Kinley
exhibit at the Lineage Gallery
in corner j unk piles. Now that
he is o ut on hi s own, We ll s
Wells; " Glory Time" by Kevin Orth: a nd
(3 12-944- 1960) through April
makes up for having to hide hi s
" Death on Top End" by Lee Quinones.
24.
By Kimberly Watkins
Copy Editor
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CLAYMATIONI

It's not just Gum by anymore: Even Dennis Rodman is
getting into Claymation (bottom right).
Top right: Strange creatures populate the world of :3D animation.
· ·
Top and bottom left: Advanced student Dave Mitchell
and his creation.
Middle left: Samantha Undari molds her monkey.
All photos taken in Academic Computing's :3-D
Modeling and Animation class.
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Kincaid explores the dark side of the UN
By David Har reU
Copy Editor

Do you believe government can solve
all problems?
Do you· long for ever more intrusive
bureaucracies to regulate more and more
of your life?
Do you believe your taxes are too
light? That Springfield and Washington
are just too responsive to your concerns,
that government should be more aloof and
remote-perhaps relocated to Geneva,
Switzerrand? That the United States of
America is obsolete and should trash its
Constitution and melt into a globalist new
world order?
If so, you're probably a lfnited Nations
fan. Cliff Kincaid, however, has caught a
whiff of the l:J.N.'s envisioned new world
order (or is "odor" a better word?), and it
does not pass his smell test.
Kincaid is convinced that "the U.N.
has grown far beyond being a simple
forum for world debate. It is acting, in
essence, like a world government, with a
world army that will, 'if trends continue,
perhaps rival the U.S. as a superpower"
[emphasis added].
The g lobal bureaucratic behemoth,
with its tangled, ever-growing web of
international and supranatio nal laws,
treaties and tribunals, is developing all the
necessary mechanisms: a world army,
police powers, a criminal court, j ails and
even global taxing authority. This should
alarm anyone who knows history and values his liberty.
To the the socialist-minded bureacrats
running the U.N. (not to mention the
member nations, most of which hate
America), the American idea of limited
government firmly shackled by checks
and balances is foreign. The organization
spends about $10.5 billiori dollars per •
year and has some 52,000 employees; no
one, not even its own inspector general,
can keep track of its mind-boggling

labyrinth of "central organs," "main and harmless, it. quietly continues to absorb Winthrop Rockefeller.
other sessional committees," "functional power, saving it up as if for a rainy day.
The two power-brokers baptized
On that day (if the U.N. and its backers Clinton into the globalist creed. shepherdcommissions," "standing committees and
ad hoc bodies" and "other subsidiary get their way), it will control all weapons ing him through Georgetown, a Rhodes
organs and ad hoc bodies.''
and armed forces under the pretext of Scholarship, Yale Law School-and then
The chaos is a reoipe for corruption, enforc ing world peace-a chilling into the inner sanctum itself: the elite
waste and fraud- which the U.N. delivers thought, at least to those who bother to Council on Foreign Relati ons, David
by the truckload.
think it through.
Rockefeller's Trilateral Commission and
In 1993, CBS' "60 Minutes" reported
Thankfully, it hasn't happened yet. So the even more excl usive "Bilderberg
that no one had been fired from the orga- far, no American president has been bold Group."
All of those extremely influential (and
nization since its inception in 1945. Even enough to pick up where Kennedy left off:
Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali Publication 7277 of the Kennedy State secrecy-obsessed) clubs want world govobserved that "there are thousands of Department urged "the disbanding of all ernment, and it's no wonder: They represtaff. Half of them do
national armed forces" sent the super-elite of business, banking,
no work."
and their replacement media and politics. They stand to gain
Much of what does
by a "United Nations tremendous wealth-not to mention
get done is of dubious
Peace
· Force.'' power-in a centralized global governmerit: "A U.N. center
Unfortunately
for ment. No wonder they work so tirelessly
in Ethiopia, one of the
Kennedy, the Cuban to confer this "benefit" upon us (whether
most poverty-stricken
missile crisis-and then we want it or not).
areas in· the world,
death- prevented him
As for "Global Bondage," the book
alone cost $100 milfrom pursuing this goal. disappoints in a few areas.
For readers who don' t know that world
lion," Kincaid writes.
But the dream is not
And a 1995 U.N.
dead-in
fact,
the government is a dumb idea, Kincaid
"summit" touted as "a
Clinton administration should have shown why: The question is
attack
on
is working as fast as it not if governments will go bad- as histoglobal
extreme poverty" cosi
can to realize it. ry attests-it is when. Today, when a coran estimated $30 milClinton 's "Presidential rupt regime turns against its people, they
lion. Conference deleDecision
Directive can flee to another country. But what hapgates with fat expense
#25," Kincaid shows, is pens when a world government becomes
accounts paid "some
"nothing more .than a corrupt (assuming it were pure to start
of the most exorbitant
go-slow approach to the with, which is highly unlikely)? Where
world army plan.'' will the oppressed flee? Mars?
prices in the world" for
fancy hotels, restauClinton signed the docAlso, the style of "Global Bondage" is
ument in 1993, gra- a bit dry, and for this reviewer's taste
rants and a "lavish
banquet" for VIPs.
ciously
allowing relies a bit too heavily on "respected"
During the 1980s,
Congress to see part of mainstream sources such as the New York
$4 million was embez- "Global Bondage: The U.N. Plot to it (the rest is classified Times. On the one hand, this helps insuzled in the U.N. mis- Rule the World, Huntington House secret).
late Kincaid against the usual charge of
sion to Somalia. A Publishers, Lafayette, LA 53788
That the president is "paranoid conspiracy theorist."
On the other hand, it keeps him from
U.N. official caused
·
a world government true
massive shipments of food aid to "disap- believer does not surprise anyone familiar- tapping alternative sources for the real dirt
pear," along with nearly $700,000, caus- · with how he was "discovered" and - much of which the Times does not
ing the unnecessary starvation deaths of groomed for his present position ("Global deem "fit to print." The book ends up
thousands of Somalians and Ethiopians. Bondage" om its this part). Barely out of weaker than it could have been, and
Those are j ust a few examples.
high schoor. Clinton went to work for Kincaid's picture of the U.N. is actually
Though some point to the endemic cor- Ark. Sen. J. William Fulbright, and mild compared to what he mig~t have
ruption and bungling as proof the U.N. is became the fair-haired boy of Gov. painted .
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Call f~e 1R~
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rea I fa?f.
lnlroducing TclcFilc from the IRS - a helpful new sctvicc thatlct.s you file your federal income tax
return in just len minulcs with a free call from a Touch·ToneTW phone day or night. And absolutely
no form s to mail. With Te le File, just follow voice· prompted instructions to key in your incomt!
information. All e ntries arc verified and all math is done for you. 'IeleF'ile tells the amount of
your refund. Or, if you owe, you can still lake until April l!ith to send yuur check. Tax filing
dnP.sn't gel a.ny easier tha.n this. If you a.re sinbrle and f'iled Form 10-tOF.Z last year, you'll find
Tclc Filc information in )'our tax hooklet. Usc it!
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Department of the Treasury
~ Internal Revenue Sefvlce

Changing for good.

iiiTeleFile
It's free. It's fast. It works.

FUNDRAISING

FAST FUNDRAISER- RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS- GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS,
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS.
FAST, EASY - NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
(800) 862- 1982 EXT. 33

HELP WANTED

WANTED! Someone to take in
and care for two cats, wellbehaved and declawed, June 19
to August 10. Will pay $100.
Contact Louis Silverstein in
Liberal Education Office, EXT.
5292.

"CARICATURISTS!
Occasional 3-4 hour jobs weekends & evenings. Ability to capture likeness essential. Humor,
car, and ability to do 8-10 B/W
drawing/hour desired.
Apprentices welcome.
Resume & Samples to:
Parody Productions, Ltd.,
P.O. Box 155, Lombard, IL
60148

SERVICE

International Students. DV - I
Greencard
Program available 1-800-6607 167

TRAVEL

HOT SPRING BREAK TRIPS
PADRE! PADRE! PADRE!
1-800-328-75 13
FREE FOOD & DRINK PACKAGES
http:\www.studentadvtrav.com

To place a classified ad in the
Chronicle, contact Sandra
Tay lor, advertising manager, at
(3 12)663- 1600 EXT. 5432
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'Vampire Lesbians' a biting
By Christine Lock
Slilf!Writu
Arc you looking for something different?
A little o n the wild side? Cheek out
"Vampire Lesbians of Sodom." This hilarious B-horror, campy comedy, filled with
bawdy jokes and bad puns, is every bit as
naughty aod outrageous as its title.
The play opens with a naive village girl
(Alexandra Billings) being offered as a sacrifice to the bca~t dwelling in a dark cave on
the outskirts of Sodom and Gomorrah. The
cave's mysterious inha bita nt is the dreaded
vampire Succubus (Ho ney West), a lso
known as the ''Tile Terror o f the Twin
Cities."
Centuries later, S ucc ubus becomes the

great sea- of the silver scn::en, La Coodcssa,
while the once naive village maiden is now
an equally big star, Madeline Astarte. They
are not only rivals as actresses but are also
rivals in love as both have a penchant for
•
young virgin blood.
More time passes and it is now the 1970s
in flashy Las Vegas. Madeline Astane is living under the name Madeline Andrews and
practicing with her group of male Broadway
rejects (''I'll just freak if I have to do that ' I
Will Survive' medley one more time!"),
while La Condessa is relegated to sweeping
the floor. But for both o f them to succeed,
they might just have to joi n hands and sell
themselves as one act Unfortuna tely. putting
aside their differences and their sexual fetishes isn't as easy as they thought it would be,
and before long. the fig~t
ing, biting, bitching and
plotting hits a crescendo.
It is easy to sec why
the play has been billed "a
hilarious B-horror comedy" as the la ughs just
keep getting bigger right
from the start when the
village girl rips the loincloth o ff a guardsma n,
leaving him naked. There
isn't any blood, fangs or
gore as it is more funny
than sca ry. Kudos to
Director Doug Hartzell,
who keeps the momentum going throughout .
leaving the audience In
stitc hes as scene after
scene of wicked humor
unfolds.
But the stars o f the
show a rc undoubtedly
West and Billings. who
live up to their ra ve
rcvocw' in eve rything
from the Reade r to the
Chicago Tribune. Bill ings
.who made her de but in
C hicago with " Vam pore
Lesbians of Sodom" in
1990. wa.., a "c ream.
thanks in part to her wodc

--,..----.===--TT-o:::---:-.,...,...,.,..._

~oin

co~edy

range of expres-

sions !hal would
make
Jim
Carrey proud.
Not to be
outdone
was
West, who has
been playing
Succubus since
August 1995.
She brought the
down
house
with her rendition
of
F o r ei gn e r 's
"Cold as Ice"
a nd he r overthe-top Vegas
routine.
The brainchi ld
behind
" V a mpir e
Lesbians
in
Sodom'' is the
author o f the
play, Charles
Busch,
a
No rthwes te rn
graduate who
started his professional theater
career
in
Chicago in the
early
1980s.
Busch
cofou n de d
T heate r
In
Limbo in New
York
Ci ty.
w he re
he
Photos by Scott Stockwell
rem ains p lay- Above (left to right) Alexandra Billings a nd Honey W est are cur·
wri g ht-in-resi- rent ly star rin g in C harles Bu sch 's com ed y, "Vampire Lesbians of
dcncc. He began Sodom." At left , Al exand~a Billings, star of the original C hicago
the theater's nun
w
i
I
h
at the Theate r Building at 1225 W. Belmont
"Lesbians." whic h is now one of the longest- every Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and
running comedies in off-Broadway theater. 9:30 p.m. and Sunday at 7 p.m. Tickets are
But Busch is bes t known for his comic bril- $ 10 for theatergoers unde r 21 and $17.50
liance and this talent is perhaps best high- and $20 for those 21 and ove r. Tickets are
hghtcd on " Vampire" where he pulls no half-price for students over 2 1, who arrive an
pun..:hcs.
hour before theshow. For tic ket information,
" Vampire Lesbians o f Sodom" is playing call (3 12) 327-5252.

the Craze•••
""in Movie Passes!

For Shue, 'Leaving
Las Vegas' is one-in-.
a-million role
By Ia n Spelling
College Press Service
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Contest Rules: No purchase necessary. Be one of the first 15 people to stop by the
oHice of the Columbia Chronicle, 623 S. Michigan Ave., Room 802, and receive a
pass (admit two) to an advance showing of Kids in the Hall Brain Candy at Sony
Theatres Pipers Alley, 1608 N. Wells, Chicago, on Thursday, April 11th.
Employees of participating partners are Ineligible.

.

Kids In the Hall BRAIN CANDY OPENS AT SELECT THEATRES ON FRIDAY, APRIL 12TH!

When "Leaving Las Vegas" opened, it did so to amazing
reviews and dubious box office returns. Yet, the film hung on
like a hangover, s lowly drawing people into its dark romantic
tale about Be n (Nicolas Cage). an alcoholic bent on drinking
himself into the grave in Las Vegas, and Sera (Elisabeth Shue),
a hooker on the Strip who loves Ben unconditionally - despite
his death wish. Now, with several Golden Globes and critics'
awards under its belt, and Oscar nominations for Shue, Cage
and director Mike Figgis, "Leaving Las Vegas" is being
dubbed a hit.
"The fi lm's staying power hasn't shocked me because I
always felt it was a film that defin itely stayed with you and resonated," explains Shue. "I am surprised that so many people are
going to see it now. I guess it took the reviews and the awards
to get people into the theater. It's funny, be£ause people you
would never imagine would go are goingNmy in-laws, for
instance."
·
So what's the attraction? "I think it's the film's honesty
that's touching people," says Shue. "It's the same with 'Dead
Man Walking.' I was blown away by that film. I appreciate
Leaving Las Vegas's honesty and toughness. I appreciated the
love story between Ben and Sera. They experienced love, real
love, and in any form love takes shape. if it's honest, it's beautiful to watch."
Prior to " Vegas," Shue was best known for the wholesome,
girl-next-door characte rs she has played in such films as "The
Karate Kid," "Cocktail," " Adventures in Babysitting" and
"Back to the Future n & ill." She admits to having harbored a
few self-doubts about her ability to pull off a character as shaded and dramatic as Sera.
"I wouldn't be human if I didn't have doubts and fears when
I started the fi lm, but I knew what most people in the business
dido ' t, which is I lived a very full life between "Karate Kid,"
"Cocktai l" and now," she says, referring to the facts that she
witnessed her brother William's death a few years ago, that she
watched her brother Andrew skyrocket to virtually instant stardom on "Melrose Place," and that she got married just before
shooting "Vegas." "'Those years of real heavy experiences and
working with an acting coach made me feel prepared and ready
for Sera. I felt extremely connected to her vulnerability and to
the damage she's gone through in her life, her need to feel love
and love someone else. It's funny how people are so shocked
and yet, for the people who know me, they feei they're finally
seeing me on the screen."
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AMist:s·· · ' Exit' world of sterotypes
By Crist in Monti
Features Editor
Visualize a world where humans arc
blind to race, color, creed and sex ual
preference. A world where humans
believe they all fit the same mold. A
world whe re there' arc no gays, lesbians, s tra ights, blacks, yellows o r
whites; there is only humankind. Fine
Arts major Mi chae l Wernik has this
vision a nd is putting it into effect as the
curator of thi s year's out art ex hibition,
"Exit."
In the past, the o ut art exhibition
was limited to gay, lesbian and bisexual artists. This year, in keeping with
Wernik's vis ion, the exhibition also
includes work do ne by Columbia's
non-gay students.
The title of the exhibition, "Exit,"
symbolizes the importance of being
out, said Wernik, who is gay. " It's a
play on the word and the idea of getting o ut," he said. " It is a sublimina l
way of sayi ng, 'This is something that
you have to do, if not for yourself, for
the future generat ions of young people."'
Wernik said that in o rde r to become
more visible, it is necessary to "extend
that o ut" to both gay and non-gay communities by being more po litically
act ive and more act ive within the communities. "We opened the ex hibit to
non-gay students so that we wouldn't
separate ourselves fro m anybody," said
Wernik.
"Exit", which runs March 25
thro ug h Apri l I I at Columbia
College's Hokin Gallery, 623 S.
Wabash, features paintings, photography and mixed media works. An opening reception wi ll be held March 28
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. and wi ll include

a di scussion with guest speakers
Gershen Kaufman and Lev Raphael,
co-authors of "Coming Out of Shame:
Transforming Gay and Lesbian Lives;"
performance art by Peter Carpenter
and screenings of student films and
videos.
The ex hibiti on confronts social,
political and relig ious issues. Students
invo lved in the exhibition hope to send
the message that o ne's sexual preference is a non-i ssue, and that students
s hould spend more time thinking about
social ailments than about the differences of others.
Fine Arts major Debbie Grant has
several pieces in the ex hibition. Her
piece e ntitled "One Mo nth Only,"
depicts African-American hi story, and
positive and negati ve AfricanAmerican issues.
" I decided to be in this exhibition
because of the fact that it skated away
from the gay issue," said Grant. " Being
gay is just one side of me, there are
many different facets of me. It helps
people to accept each o ther for who
they are when they see that o thers have
the same value systems as they do."
Rache l Humphrey, also a Fine Arts
major, built a three-dimensional structure for the exhibition based on persona l and international symbo lism
about equality. Her artwork reflects the
idea that people do n't come into the
world gay, lesbian o r straight, they
come into the world simply as human
beings.
"You come into the world as who
you are, and as you grow up you make
the decisions and you become that person," Humphrey said. " It really doesn' t
make a difference what people become
because we are still people regardless
of who we Jove or who we hate."

A mixed media coUage by Debbie Grant, one or the . artists whose
wor ks wiU be shown in the Hok.in GaUery's exhibition, ''Exit," which
runs March 25 through April 11.
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B rian C attapan

By Laura Stoecker

\Vho best represents an old bo)·friend of yours, Dracula or Dr. .Jeckle and l\lr.Hyde'?

Ma rina Anargyrou
Photography
Freshman

Latoya Crayton
Journalism
Freshman

Dracula. He tried to
drink my blood for four
years. He didn't.

Jeckle and Hyde.
One minute he was nice
and sweet. The next
minute he was evil,
manipu lative,
and
demanding.

Ericka Kallies
Graphic Design
Senior

Omara Herber t
English
Freshman

Alexandra Cohen
Graphic Design
Senior

Jeck le and Hyde.
Because he always
became two-faced.

Jeckle and Hyde. He
was always changing his
mind.

Jeckle and Hyde,
because when he was
with me he was great,
but when he wasn't with
me he was.. a. cheating
rat-bastard.
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